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LS1219L 305mm Slide Compound Mitre Saw
Unique 2-Steel Rail Sliding System
Design Allows Operation Flush
Against a Wall
Increased capacity for up to 203
mm (8") crown moulding
(vertically nested), 171 mm
baseboard (vertical), and 382 mm
crosscuts at 90°
Dual dust collection ports provide
excellent dust extraction
performance
In-front bevel lock for convenient
operation
Large turn base supports
workpiece securely for increased
stability
Integrated guide fences for
increased rigidity and high cutting
accuracy
Single sliding system enables
smooth operation to produce
superior cuts
Mitres 0-60° left and right; bevels
0-48° left and right
Positive mitre stops at: 0°, 15°,
22.5°, 31.6°, 45°, and 60° left
or right
Increased sliding durability of
safety cover
Slide lock for locking the sliding
movement of the carriage
Holders are provided on both
sides of the tool to hold long
workpieces horizontally
Ergonomic rubberised horizontal
D-handle design for better fit and
added comfort
Electric brake for maximum
productivity and increased
operator safety
Soft start suppresses start-up
reaction for smooth start-ups and
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All product and accessory specifications are subject to change without notice.

longer gear life
Electronic speed control maintains
constant speed under load for
smoother, higher quality cutting
See-through blade guard system
for greater visibility of blade and
line of cut
Oversized trigger switch for better
fit, added comfort and easier
operation
Lock-off (2 stage) safety switch for
increased operator safety.
Incorporates Deep eXact cutting
Technology (DXT) achieved by our
consistent pursuit of cutting larger
size workpiece but with higher
accuracy. Dust bag for a cleaner
work environment. On-tool hex
wrench for fast and easy blade
changes and keeping it from lost.
Externally accessible brushes for
easy replacement. Double
insulated

Specifications
Blade diameter 305mm
Max cutting capacities  
- at 90° 92 x 382 mm
Bevel angle 48° L / 48° R
No load speed 3,200rpm
Net weight 29.5kg
Continuous rating input 1,800W
Power supply cord 2.5m

Available options
LS1219L
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